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Description

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EDITING

SCREEN OF MOBILE DEVICE HAVING TOUCH SCREEN

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates in general to screen edit technology for mobile devices.

More particularly, the present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for

executing a predetermined edit command assigned to a specific edit command region

of a screen when any item moves to the region in an edit mode.

Background Art
[2] With remarkable growth of related communication technologies, many kinds of

mobile devices have become increasingly popular in recent days. Today's mobile

devices offer a great variety of additional services such as e-book, music, gallery,

movie, game, scheduler, etc., thus evolving into multimedia communication devices.

To meet this evolution into multimedia communication devices, a user interface

suitable for conveniently managing and using various additional services is required.

[3] A conventional process for creating a new folder, etc. in editing a main screen, or a

home screen, of the mobile device is as follows. The main screen comprises a screen

basically offered by the mobile device, and the home screen is a screen edited by a user

on the basis of the main screen.

[4] A user enters into an edit mode typically by using a long press, etc., and then selects

a folder creation menu by making long presses along any unused screen space of the

mobile device. If a user wants to move any item to a created folder, the user selects and

drags a desired icon and drops it on the created folder. Also, if a user wants to move

the created folder to any other page, he or she typically drag the folder to a desired

page while continuously long pressing the folder.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[5] Unfortunately, this conventional process of folder creation and movement of items to

other folders is complicated since it needs several steps. Such problems generally exist

not only in the folder creation process, but in any other of the screen edit processes as

sociated therewith.

Solution to Problem
[6] Accordingly, the present invention addresses at least in part some of the above-

mentioned problems and/or disadvantages and offers at least the advantages described

below.

[7] An exemplary aspect of the present invention is to provide a method and an



apparatus for executing a predetermined edit command assigned to a specific edit

command region of a display screen of a mobile device when any item moves to the

edit command region in an edit mode.

[8] According to one exemplary aspect of the present invention, a method for editing a

touch screen of a mobile device preferably comprises: in an idle mode, displaying on

an idle screen an item display region containing at least one item; in an edit mode,

displaying an edit command region containing at least one predetermined edit

command on an edit screen; and when a first item contained in the item display region

is moved to the edit command region, executing the predetermined edit command

assigned to a moved position of the edit command region.

[9] According to another exemplary aspect of the present invention, provided is an

apparatus for editing a screen of a mobile device, the apparatus preferably comprising:

a touch screen unit configured to, display an item display region containing at least one

item on an idle screen in an idle mode, and when in an edit mode, display an edit

command region containing at least one predetermined edit command on an edit

screen; and a control unit configured to, when a first item contained in the item display

region is moved to the edit command region, execute the predetermined edit command

assigned to a moved position of the edit command region.

[10] According to other exemplary aspects of the present invention, the mobile device can

execute a predetermined edit command assigned to a specific edit command region

when any item moves to the region in an edit mode more simply than known

heretofore. Therefore, in the edit mode, the creation of a new folder and the transfer of

an item to such a folder can be performed simultaneously through a user's simple m a

nipulation. Additionally, a user can easily move a created folder to a desired page

through a sweep action. A page creation process has the same advantages. A user can

collect desired items in a new page and add such a page at a time.

[11] Other exemplary aspects, advantages, and salient features of the invention will

become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art from the following detailed de

scription, which, taken in conjunction with the annexed drawings, discloses exemplary

embodiments of the invention.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[12] According to the present invention, a user is capable of executing a predetermined

edit command assigned to a specific edit command region of a display screen of a

mobile device when any item moves to the edit command region in an edit mode.

Brief Description of Drawings
[13] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example of an internal structure of a mobile

device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.



[14] FIG. 2 is a screenshot illustrating an example of an idle screen displayed in a mobile

device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[15] FIG. 3 is a screenshot illustrating one possible example of an edit screen displayed in

a mobile device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[16] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of a method for editing a

screen of a mobile device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[17] FIG. 5 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle screen and an edit screen

displayed in a mobile device based on the screen editing method shown in FIG. 4.

[18] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of creating a folder in the step S450

shown in FIG. 4.

[19] FIG. 7 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle screen and an edit screen

displayed in a mobile device in the folder creation process shown in FIG. 6.

[20] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of creating a page in the step S450

shown in FIG. 4.

[21] FIG. 9 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle screen and an edit screen

displayed in a mobile device in the page creation process shown in FIG. 8.

[22] FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of deleting an item in accordance

with another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[23] Exemplary, non-limiting embodiments of the present invention will now be

described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings. The presently

claimed invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms and should not

be construed as limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth herein. Rather, the

disclosed embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be understood by a

person of ordinary skill in the art so as to be practiced without undue experimentation.

The principles and features of this invention may be employed in varied and numerous

exemplary embodiments without departing from the spirit of the invention and the

scope of the appended claims.

[24] Furthermore, well known or widely used techniques, elements, structures, and

processes may not be described or illustrated in detail to avoid obscuring appreciation

of the present invention by a person of ordinary skill in the art. Although the drawings

represent exemplary embodiments of the invention, the drawings are not necessarily to

scale and certain features may be exaggerated, diminished or omitted in order to better

illustrate and explain salient features of the present invention.

[25] Among terms set forth herein, an item refers to a unit for identifying or executing an



application, a folder, a widget, and the like. Such items may be represented with

various shapes, colors, and their combinations.

[26] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one possible example of an internal structure of

a mobile device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the mobile device 100 according to this exemplary em

bodiment may preferably include a radio frequency (RF) unit 110, an audio processing

unit 120, a touch screen unit 130, a key input unit 140, a memory unit 150, and a

control unit 160.

[27] The RF unit 110 performs a function to transmit and receive data for a wireless com

munication of the mobile device 100, typical by at least one antenna 111. Normally the

RF unit 110 may include an RF transmitter that up-con verts the frequency of an

outgoing signal and then amplifies the signal, an RF receiver that amplifies with low-

noise an incoming signal and down-converts the frequency of the signal, and the like.

Additionally, the RF unit 110 may receive data through a wireless channel and then

output it to the control unit 160, and also receive data from the control unit 160 and

then transmit it through a wireless channel.

[28] The audio processing unit 120 may include a codec that can be comprised of a data

codec for processing packet data and an audio codec for processing an audio signal

such as a voice. The audio processing unit 120 converts a digital audio signal into an

analog audio signal through the audio codec and then outputs the analog audio signal

through a speaker (SPK). Conversely, the audio processing unit 12 convents an analog

audio signal received from a microphone (MIC) into a digital audio signal through the

audio codec.

[29] The touch screen unit 130 preferably includes a touch sensor unit 131 and a display

unit 132. The touch sensor unit 131 detects a user's touch or stylus input. The touch

sensor unit 131 may be formed of touch detection sensors of capacitive overlay type,

resistive overlay type or infrared beam type, or formed of pressure detection sensors,

just to name some possible types of construction. Alternatively, any other of the

various types of sensors capable of detecting a contact or pressure of an object may be

used for the touch sensor unit 131. The touch sensor unit 131 detects a user's touch

input, creates a detection signal, and transmits the signal to the control unit 160. The

detection signal contains coordinate data of a user's touch input. If a touch and moving

gesture is inputted by a user, the touch sensor unit 131 creates a detection signal

containing coordinate data about a moving path of a touched point and then transmits

the detection signal to the control unit 160.

[30] Particularly, in exemplary embodiments of this invention, the touch sensor unit 131

may detect a user's input for entering into an edit mode from an idle mode. For

instance, such a user's input may be a touch (including a multi-touch), a long press, a



drag, or the like.

[31] The display unit 132 may be formed of a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Organic

Light Emitting Diode (OLED), Active Matrix OLED (AMOLED), any equivalent

thereof, or any other type of thin film technology screen. The display unit 132 visually

offers display of a menu, input data, function setting information and any other various

information of the mobile device 100 to a user. The display unit 132 outputs display of

a booting screen, an idle screen, a menu screen, a call screen, or any other application

screens of the mobile device 100.

[32] Although the mobile device 100 of the present invention preferably includes the

touch screen unit 130 as discussed above, this arrangement is exemplary only and not

to be considered as a limitation of the presently claimed invention. Alternatively, the

invention may be applied to any kind of device, mobile or otherwise, and devices that

do not have a touch screen. In such cases, the touch screen unit 130 shown in FIG. 1

may be replaced by the display unit 132 only.

[33] With continued reference to FIG. 1, the key input unit 140 receives a user's key m a

nipulation for the control of the mobile device 100, creates a corresponding input

signal, and then delivers the input signal to the control unit 160. The key input unit 140

may be formed of a keypad having alphanumeric keys and navigation keys and

disposed at the front side of the mobile device 100, and some function keys disposed at

lateral sides of the mobile device 100. If the touch screen unit 130 touch keys that

include the functionality of the key input in order to manipulate the mobile device,

then the key input unit 140 is optional and may be omitted.

[34] The memory unit 150 comprises a non-transitory machine readable medium, and is

used to store programs and data required for operations of the mobile device 100 and

may consist of a program region and a data region. The program region may store

machine executable code comprising an operating system (OS) and other programs for

booting and operating the mobile device 100, as well as applications required for the

playback of multimedia contents, and applications required for the execution of various

optional functions of the mobile device 100. Such optional functions included but are

not limited to a camera function, a sound reproduction function, an image or video

playback function, and the like. The data region stores data created while the mobile

device 100 is used, such as an image, a video, a phonebook, audio, etc.

[35] The control unit 160, which preferably comprises a processor or microprocessor,

controls the whole operation of the mobile device 100, and may control other

processing by units in communication therewith, such as audio processing by the audio

processing unit. Particularly, when the mobile device 100 enters into an edit mode and

when any item is moved or moves to a specific edit command region, the control unit

160 may control a series of steps for executing a predetermined edit command



assigned to the region. For this, the control unit 160 may have an edit mode control

unit 161.

[36] With reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, the edit mode control unit 161 will now be

described. FIG. 2 is a screenshot illustrating one possible example of an arrangement

of an idle screen displayed in a mobile device in accordance with an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 is a screenshot illustrating one possible

example of an edit screen displayed in a mobile device in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[37] In the exemplary edit mode of the mobile device 100 shown in FIG. 2, the edit mode

control unit 161 (FIG. 1) controls a display of the idle screen. In an exemplary em

bodiment of this invention, the idle screen may contain a shortcut region and an item

display region. The shortcut region has at least one item for directly performing a

particular function. The shortcut region is optionally displayed in the idle screen,

depending on exemplary embodiments of this invention, and is not always contained in

the idle screen.

[38] The item display region may display at least one item. As mentioned above, the

"item" refers to a unit for identifying or executing an application, a folder, a widget,

and the like. When one of such items is selected, a particular function assigned to the

selected item is performed.

[39] Meanwhile, when entering into the edit mode from the idle mode, the edit mode

control unit 161 controls a display of the edit screen as shown in the example of FIG.

3. In an exemplary embodiment of this invention, the edit screen may contain the

shortcut region, the item display region, and an edit command region.

[40] The shortcut region in this particular example is the same as discussed above in FIG.

2.

[41] In the edit mode, the edit mode control unit 161 reduces an icon size of each item

displayed in the item display region. At the same time, the edit mode control unit 161

rearranges the item display region by means of page frames displays. Namely, under

the control of the edit mode control unit 161, a current page frame is displayed together

with a right part of a left page frame and a left part of a right page frame. Also, the edit

mode control unit 161 may further display a certain identifier adjacent to editable items

in order to distinguish them from the others.

[42] Additionally, in the edit mode, the edit mode control unit 161 may control the edit

command region to be displayed in a part of the edit screen. In FIG. 3, the edit

command region is displayed in the lower part of the edit screen, as one possible

example, but is not limited to display in any one particular part of the edit screen. The

edit command region may be divided into a plurality of regions or sub-regions, such as

the first edit command region, the second edit command region, etc., to which prede-



termined edit commands are assigned respectively. For instance, a folder creation

command may be assigned to the first edit command region, and a page creation

command may be assigned to the second edit command region.

[43] When any item displayed in the item display region is moved to the edit command

region, the edit mode control unit 161 recognizes the item and executes a prede

termined edit command assigned to the edit command region. If a particular item is

located in the first edit command region corresponding to a folder creation command,

the edit mode control unit 161 starts to perform a folder creation process. Similarly, if

a particular item is located in the second edit command region corresponding to a page

creation command, the edit mode control unit 161 starts to perform a page creation

process. These processes will now be described herein below.

[44] Although in the above exemplary embodiment a folder creation command and a page

creation command are assigned respectively to the first and second edit command

regions, this is exemplary only and not to be considered as a limitation of the presently

claimed invention. Alternatively, any other various edit commands may be assigned to

a plurality of edit command regions.

[45] Although the edit mode control unit 161 is illustrated as a distinct block performing

distinct functions in comparison with the control unit 160, this is exemplary only and

both units do not have to be physically or logically distinct from each other. Alter

natively, some functions of the edit mode control unit 161 may be performed by the

control unit 160.

[46] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of a method for editing a

screen of a mobile device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention. In addition, FIG. 5 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle screen and

an edit screen displayed in a mobile device in the screen editing method shown in FIG.

4.

[47] At (S405), after the mobile device 100 is turned on, the control unit 160 enters into

the idle mode.

[48] At (S410), the control unit 160 controls a display of the item display region having at

least one item on the idle screen. An example of the idle screen is illustrated in [a] of

FIG. 5.

[49] Additionally, at (S415) the control unit 160 determines whether an input for entering

into the edit mode is received. According to exemplary embodiments of the present

invention, an input for entering into the edit mode may be a touch on a specific soft

key, a press of an edit button, a long press (i.e., a tap and hold) more than given time

on a specific item or region, a gesture, or the like. If there is no input for entering into

the edit mode, then at (S420) the control unit 160 maintains the idle mode, or performs

any other function requested by a user.



[50] However, at if at (S415) an input for entering into the edit mode is received, then at

(S425) the control unit 160 controls a display of the edit screen. Specifically, the

control unit 160 displays the edit command region having at least one edit command

on the edit screen. An example of the edit screen is illustrated in [b] of FIG. 5. Since

the item display region is rearranged by means of page frames, a user can recognize

that the edit mode is a current mode. As shown in [b] of FIG. 5, a frame of a current

page (i.e., the second page) may be displayed together with a right part of a frame of a

left page (i.e., the first page) and a left part of a frame of a right page (i.e., the third

page).

[51] At (S430), the control unit 160 determines whether or not an "item move" command

is received. An item move command may be a touch and drag for a specific item, for

example.

[52] If at (S430) an item move command is received, then at (S435) the control unit 160

further determines whether a selected item is moved to the edit command region.

Namely, the control unit 160 determines, for example, whether a selected item is

dropped in the edit command region after being dragged. If a particular item move

command is not a move command made toward the edit command region, then at

(S460) the control unit 160 considers such an item move command as being a normal

move command and then controls a selected item to be changed in position to a drop

spot.

[53] If the particular item move command is a move command made toward the edit

command region, then at (S445) the control unit 160 checks a predetermined edit

command assigned to the edit command region. An edit command may include, but is

not limited to, a folder creation command, a page creation command, an item deletion

command, or the like.

[54] At (S450), the control unit 160 executes the checked edit command. Three examples

in connection with (S450) will be described hereinafter.

[55] The first example of the three examples is a folder creation process and shown in

FIGS. 6 and 7.

[56] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of creating a folder in step S450

shown in FIG. 4. And, FIG. 7 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle screen

and an edit screen displayed in a mobile device in the folder creation process shown in

FIG. 6.

[57] At the outset, at (S605) the control unit 160 determines whether or not an item move

position belongs to the first edit command region. If an item move position is not

contained in the first edit command region, then at (S610) the control unit 160

performs a page creation process shown in FIG. 8.

[58] If an item move position is contained in the first edit command region, at (S615) the



control unit 160 initiates a folder creation process).

[59] Namely, at (S620) the control unit 160 creates a new folder icon (720 shown in FIG.

7) in the first edit command region and then registers the moved item as a sub-item of

the created folder. In this step, the control unit 160 may display an icon of the moved

item in the created folder icon 720.

[60] Then at (S625) the control unit 160 determines whether another item is further

moved to the created folder icon 720. If any item is moved, at (S630) the control unit

160 adds the further moved item as a sub-item to the created folder. In this step, the

control unit 160 may additionally display an icon of the further moved item in the

created folder icon 720.

[61] If no item is moved to the created folder icon 720, then at (S635) the control unit 160

further determines whether a page move command is inputted. A page move command

may be a sweep gesture that a touch on a certain point is quickly dragged.

[62] If a page move command is inputted, at (S640) the control unit 160 moves a current

page of the edit screen in the direction of the move command.

[63] However, at (S645) if there is no page move command, the control unit 160 de

termines whether or not a quit command of the folder creation process is inputted. If

there is no quit command input at (S645), the control unit 160 returns to the aforesaid

step (S625) and continues to perform the folder creation process.

[64] However, if at (S645) a quit command is inputted, the control unit 160 displays the

created folder icon 720 in a current page of the edit screen. A quit command comprise,

for example, sequentially input gestures of selecting and dragging the folder icon 720

and then dropping it at any spot in a current page.

[65] Now, the above-discussed process shown in FIG. 6 will be described in detail

through FIG. 7.

[66] Stage [a] of FIG. 7 shows a step in which the edit screen is displayed in the edit

mode and then a certain item 710 is selected. Stage [b] of FIG. 7 shows a step in which

the selected item is dragged toward the first edit command region according to an item

move command, namely a user's drag gesture.

[67] Additionally, stage [c] of FIG. 7 shows a step in which the selected item is dragged

and located in the first edit command region. As shown, after any item is dragged in

the first edit command region, the first edit command region may be enlarged and em

phasized. Stage [d] of FIG. 7 shows a step in which the selected item is dropped in the

first edit command region and then a new folder icon 720 is created in the first edit

command region.

[68] Thereafter, a user may quit the folder creation process by dragging and dropping the

created folder icon 720 to any position on a current page of the edit screen. Alter

natively, a user may sweep the edit screen right and left, select a page to which the



created folder will be located, and perform a drag and drop to any position in the

selected page. Therefore, a user can easily locate the created folder icon 720 on a

desired page.

[69] The second example is a page creation process and shown in FIGS. 8 and 9.

[70] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of creating a page in step (S450)

shown in FIG. 4. In addition, FIG. 9 is a screenshot illustrating examples of an idle

screen and an edit screen displayed in a mobile device in the page creation process as

shown in FIG. 8.

[71] At the outset, at (S805) the control unit 160 determines whether a particular item

move position belongs to the second edit command region. If the particular item move

position is not contained in the second edit command region, then at (S810) the control

unit 160 performs some other process, for example, shown in FIG. 10.

[72] If at (S815), an item move position is contained in the second edit command region,

the control unit 160 initiates a page creation process.

[73] Namely at (S820), the control unit 160 creates a new page icon (920 shown in FIG.

9) in the second edit command region and then registers the moved item as a sub-item

of the created page. According to some exemplary embodiments, at (S825) the control

unit 160 may display an icon of the moved item in the created page icon 920.

[74] Then, at (S830) the control unit 160 determines whether or not any another item is

additionally moved to the created page icon 920. If any item is moved, at (S835) the

control unit 160 adds the further moved item as a sub-item in the created page. At this

time, the control unit 160 may additionally display an icon of the additionally moved

item in the created page icon 920.

[75] If no item is moved to the created page icon 920, at (S840) the control unit 160

further determines whether or not a page move command is inputted.

[76] If a page move command is inputted, then at (S845) the control unit 160 sweeps a

current page of the edit screen in the direction of move command.

[77] However, if at (840) there is no page move command, then at (S850) the control unit

160 determines whether a quit command of the page creation process is inputted. If

there is no quit command, the control unit 160 returns to the aforesaid (S830) and

continues to perform the page creation process. However, if a quit command is

inputted at (S850), then at (S855) the control unit 160 adds the created page at a

specific position. A quit command may be sequential input gestures of selecting and

dragging the page icon 720 and then dropping it at a specific position. This position is

the location where the page icon is dropped, such as a space between two adjacent

pages. For instance, as shown in [e] of FIG. 9, if the page icon 920 is dropped between

the third and fourth pages, a new page is created after the third page.

[78] Now, the above-discussed process shown in FIG. 8 will be described in more detail



through FIG. 9.

[79] A stage [a] of FIG. 9 shows a step in which the edit screen is displayed in the edit

mode and then a certain item 910 is selected. A stage [b] of FIG. 9 shows a step in

which the selected item is dragged toward the second edit command region according

to an item move command, namely a user's drag gesture.

[80] Additionally, a stage [c] of FIG. 9 shows a step in which the selected item is dragged

and located in the second edit command region. As shown, after any item is dragged in

the second edit command region, the second edit command region may be enlarged

and emphasized. A stage [d] of FIG. 9 shows a step in which the selected item is

dropped in the second edit command region and then a new page icon 920 is created in

the second edit command region. Thereafter, a user may add any other item to the

created page icon 920.

[81] Next, a user drags the page icon 920 and drops page icon 920 on a space between the

second and third pages as shown in a stage [e] of FIG. 9. Then, as shown in a stage [f]

of FIG. 9, a new page is added after the second page.

[82] FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of deleting an item in accordance

with another exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Since examples of the

idle screen and the edit screen displayed in the mobile device 100 according to this

exemplary embodiment are similar to those of previously discussed embodiments, i l

lustration thereof will be omitted herein.

[83] At the outset at (S1005), the control unit 160 determines whether an item move

position belongs to the third edit command region . If an item move position is

contained in the third edit command region, then at (S 10 10) the control unit 160

initiates an item deletion process.

[84] Namely, at (S1015) the control unit 160 creates a deletion icon in the third edit

command region. According to some exemplary embodiments of the invention, the

control unit 160 may display an icon of a moved item in the deletion icon (S1020).

[85] Then at (S1025) the control unit 160 determines whether or not another item is also

moved to the deletion icon. If any item is moved, at (S1030) the control unit 160

appoints the further moved item as a deletion target item.

[86] If at (S1025) no item is moved to the deletion icon, then at (S1035) the control unit

160 further determines whether a page move command is inputted. If at (S1040) a page

move command is inputted, the control unit 160 moves a current page of the edit

screen in the direction of move command.

[87] However, if there is no page move command, at (S1045) the control unit 160 de

termines whether a quit command of the item deletion process is inputted. If there is no

quit command input, the control unit 160 returns to the aforesaid step (S1025) and

continues to perform the item deletion process.



[88] If a quit command is inputted, then at (S1050) the control unit 160 deletes target

items contained in the deletion icon.

[89] The above-described methods according to the present invention can be implemented

in hardware, firmware or as software or computer code that can be stored in a

recording medium such as a CD ROM, an RAM, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a

magneto-optical disk or computer code downloaded over a network originally stored

on a remote recording medium or a non-transitory machine readable medium and to be

stored on a local recording medium, so that the methods described herein can be

rendered in such software that is stored on the recording medium using a general

purpose computer, or a special processor or in programmable or dedicated hardware,

such as an ASIC or FPGA. As would be understood in the art, the computer, the

processor, microprocessor controller or the programmable hardware include memory

components, e.g., RAM, ROM, Flash, etc. that may store or receive software or

computer code that when accessed and executed by the computer, processor or

hardware implement the processing methods described herein. In addition, it would be

recognized that when a general purpose computer accesses code for implementing the

processing shown herein, the execution of the code transforms the general purpose

computer into a special purpose computer for executing the processing shown herein.

[90] While this invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to an

exemplary embodiment thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.



Claims
[Claim 1] A method for editing a displayed screen on a mobile device having a

touch screen, the method comprising:

displaying an item display region containing at least one item within an

idle screen during an idle mode;

activating an edit mode and displaying the item display region and an

edit command region containing at least one edit command portion

within an edit screen; and

executing a predetermined edit command assigned to an edit command

portion of the edit command region when a first item contained in the

item display region is moved to the edit command portion.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein the displayed edit command region is

divided into at least two portions to which different edit commands are

assigned respectively, and wherein the edit command region includes at

least one of a first edit command portion to which a folder creation

command is assigned, and a second edit command portion to which a

page creation command is assigned.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 2, wherein the executing of the edit command

includes:

when the first item contained in the item display region is moved to the

first edit command portion, creating a new folder icon in the first edit

command portion;

registering and displaying the first item moved from the item display

region as a sub-item of the created folder icon; and

when a quit command is inputted, displaying the created folder icon in

a current page within the edit screen.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 3, wherein the executing of the edit command

further includes:

when a second item contained in the item display region is moved to

the first edit command portion after the first item is registered and

displayed, adding and displaying the second item as another sub-item

of the created folder icon.

[Claim 5] The method of claim 4, wherein the executing of the edit command

further includes:

determining whether a page move command for the current page within

the edit screen is inputted after the first item is registered and

displayed; and



when the page move command is inputted, moving the display of the

current page in a direction indicated by the page move command.

[Claim 6] The method of claim 2, wherein the executing of the edit command

includes:

creating a new page icon in the second edit command portion when the

first item contained in the item display region is moved to the second

edit command portion;

registering and displaying the first item as a sub-item of the created

page icon; and

displaying the created page icon at a specific position within the edit

screen in response to a quit command.

[Claim 7] The method of claim 6, wherein the executing of the edit command

further includes:

when a second item contained in the item display region is moved to

the second edit command portion after the first item is registered and

displayed, adding and displaying the second item as another sub-item

of the created page icon.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 7, wherein the executing of the edit command

further includes:

determining whether a page move command for the current page within

the edit screen is inputted after the first item is registered and

displayed; and

when the page move command is inputted, moving the display the

current page in a direction indicated by the page move command.

[Claim 9] An apparatus for editing a displayed screen on a mobile device, the

apparatus comprising:

a touch screen unit (130) configured to display an item display region

containing at least one item within an idle screen in an idle mode and to

display the item display region and an edit command region containing

at least one edit command portion within an edit screen in an edit

mode; and

a control unit (160) configured to execute a predetermined edit

command assigned to the edit command portion, when a first item

contained in the item display region is moved to the edit command

portion.

[Claim 10] The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the edit command region is divided

into at least two portions being displayed in which different edit

commands are assigned respectively, and wherein the edit command



region includes at least one of a first edit command portion to which a

folder creation command is assigned, and a second edit command

portion to which a page creation command is assigned.

[Claim 11] The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the control unit (160) is further

configured to register and display the first item as a sub-item of the

created folder icon when the first item contained in the item display

region is moved to the first edit command portion, to create a new

folder icon in the first edit command portion, and to display the created

folder icon in a current page of the edit screen when a quit command is

detected.

[Claim 12] The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the control unit (160) is further

configured to add and display a second item as another sub-item of the

created folder icon, when a second item contained in the item display

region is moved to the first edit command portion after the first item is

registered and displayed.

[Claim 13] The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the control unit (160) is further

configured to determine whether a page move command for the current

page within the edit screen is inputted after the first item is registered

and displayed, and when the page move command is inputted, to move

the current page on the display (130) in a direction indicated by the

page move command.

[Claim 14] The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the control unit is further

configured to create a new page icon in the second edit command

portion, when the first item contained in the item display region is

moved to the second edit command portion, and to register and display

the first item as a sub-item of the created page icon, and when a quit

command is inputted, to display the created page icon at a specific

position of the edit screen.

[Claim 15] The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the control unit is further

configured to add and display a second item as a sub-item of the

created page icon, when a second item contained in the item display

region is moved to the second edit command portion after the first item

is registered and displayed.
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